
File Name Description Length

city_scapes_alleyway_vent_at_distance_seagulls_and_traffic_in_background city, alleyway, street, vent, distant, seagulls, background traffic, people, sony D100, XY, stereo 1:12

city_scapes_backyard_garden_city_night_windy city, night, backyard, garden, windy, rain, window perspective, sony D50, XY, stereo 2:42

city_scapes_bar_indoor_people_chatter_english_busy city, bar, indoor, people, walla, chatter, english, glass, cutlery, sony D50, XY, stereo 2:18

city_scapes_cafe_indoor_french_chatter_busy city, cafe, indoor, french chatter, walla, people, busy, sony D50, XY, stereo 1:55

city_scapes_carnival_atmosphere_people_waltzer_music_security_alarms_&_bells city, carnival, exterior, people, waltzer, music, security alarms, bells, busy, sony D50, XY, stereo 2:55

city_scapes_carnival_atmosphere_rides_people_playing_&_music city, carnival, exterior, rides, music, people, laughter, fun, busy, sony D50, XY, stereo 1:23

city_scapes_cemetery_single_bird_chirp_intense_background_traffic_bike_going_off city, cemetery, bird, chirping, background traffic, motorbike, no people, sony D100, XY, stereo 0:47

city_scapes_chinese_take_away_kitchen_ambience city, kitchen, take away, chinese, chatter, metal, clanging, sony D100, XY, stereo 1:20

city_scapes_city_square_birdsong_light_traffic city, square, traffic stop, street, engines running, vehicles starting and stopping, pedestrians, high heels walk past, bird chirp, garbage offloading smashes, seagull, sony D100, XY,stereo 1:49

city_scapes_city_square_small_park_people_walking_past_background_traffic city, square, small park, pedestrians, adults, talking, walking, walla, children, running, close, pigeon, flapping, traffic, distant, sony D100, XY, stereo 1:00

city_scapes_completely_empty_street_engine_starting_in_distance city, side street, empty, constant high pitched generator, engine starting, seagulls, distant, bird fly past, bike bell, sony D100, XY, stereo 0:45

city_scapes_construction_person_offloading_glass_into_bin_then_moving_a_dumpster city, side street, construction site, glass, garbage, offloading into bin, dumpster moved, seagulls, background traffic, window perspective, sony D100, XY, stereo 1:54

city_scapes_construction_site_far_perspective_over_a_wall city, construction site, jackhammer, drill, large machinery, far, person walking past, bird call, sony D50, XY, stereo 2:17

city_scapes_empty_alleyway_trees_rustling_distant_traffic city, alleyway, bird, cawing, trees, rustling, night, traffic, distant, occasional car drive bys, sony D100, XY, stereo 1:19

city_scapes_empty_street_security_alarm_going_off city, street, building, security, alarm, distant, traffic, occasional, bangs, sony D100, XY, stereo 0:30

city_scapes_empty_street_two_car_passes_windy_distant_traffic_subtle_alarm_constant city, street, empty, subtle alarm, distant traffic, engine roar, wind, trees rustling, night, no people, sony D100, ORTF,  stereo 1:45

city_scapes_empty_suburban_street_occasional_car_drive_bys_on_right_side city, street, suburban, night, occasionally people speaking in their houses and running water, distant traffic, vehicle drive bys, right side, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 3:19

city_scapes_giant_wall_vent_mid_distance city, wall vent, generator, mid, distance, constant, sony D100, XY, stereo 1:39

city_scapes_harbour_seagulls_background_traffic city, harbour, seagulls, background traffic, subtle pedestrians, distant, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 3:06

city_scapes_incredibly_loud_single_seagull_background_traffic city, square, some people talking, two people walking by, seagulls, close and far, bus engine, stopped and driving past, birds flapping by, sony D100, XY, stereo 2:01

city_scapes_light_traffic_two_kids_playing_&_running_around city, small park, light traffic, two kids playing, vocalising, running, sony D100, XY, stereo 0:53

city_scapes_main_road_cars_left_right city, main road, car drive pasts, left and right, overlapping, non-overlapping, sony D50, ORTF, stereo 1:13

city_scapes_main_road_traffic_left_right_drivebys_occasional_pedestrian city, main road, vehicle drive bys, cars and motorbikes, left and right, steady speed, occasional pedestrian walk pasts, some bird chirps, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 5:26

city_scapes_main_road_traffic_starting_and_stopping_at_light_side_walk_perspective city, main road, traffic starting and stopping at light, vehicles driving by left and right, wheel breaking overtones, engines running, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 3:40

city_scapes_main_street_pedestrians_walking_past_some_seagulls city, main street, traffic, bus starting and stopping, occasional prominent pedestrians walking past, cyclist going by, distant seagulls, people conversing, walla, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 5:01

city_scapes_marching_band_on_city_street_01 city, band, marching, street, close, wide, moving, right, to left, whistles, drums, bass, snare, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 0:57

city_scapes_marching_band_on_city_street_02 city, band, marching, street, close, wide, moving, right, to left, whistles, drums, bass, snare, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 0:52

city_scapes_market_busy_sellers_people_walking_by_english_chatter city, market, prominent sellers, pedestrian walk pasts, very close, background traffic, sony D100, XY, stereo 1:45

city_scapes_moving_from_inside_station_onto_main_street_china_town city, interior to exterior, station to main street, china town, people conversing, various languages, traffic horns, background vehicles, footsteps, high heels, roller suitcases, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 4:57

city_scapes_moving_through_train_station city, train station, tracks squeaking, doors opening, engines, train announcer, people walking, conversing, close perspective, sony D50, ORTF, stereo 1:54

city_scapes_park_sprinkler_system_children_playing_some_adults city, large park, sprinkler play area, children playing with adults, laughter, sony D100, XY, stereo 0:57

city_scapes_pedestrians_traffic_lights_occasional_car_bus_&_people_passbys city, square, pedestrians walking past, conversing, laughter, footsteps, traffic signals, traffic drive bys, left and right, single cyclist wheelie, bus stopping and moving, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 5:26

city_scapes_pedestrians_walking_past_voices_prominent_little_traffic_01 city, pedestrians, little, traffic, indian, tambourine, singer, roller, suitcase, shopping, alarm, sony D50, XY, stereo 1:33

city_scapes_pedestrians_walking_past_voices_prominent_little_traffic_02 city, pedestrians, people, walking, past, voices, close, prominent, traffic, background, single, bird, chirp, sony D50, XY, stereo 1:33

city_scapes_pub_atmosphere_walla_two_people_chatting_01 city, pub, interior, people conversing, walla, single prominent conversation, scottish, glass, cutlery, sony D100, XY, stereo 1:03

city_scapes_pub_atmosphere_walla_two_people_chatting_02 city, pub, interior, people conversing, walla, single prominent conversation, scottish, glass, cutlery, sony D100, XY, stereo 2:02

city_scapes_riverside_bridge_distant_seagulls_flying_past_subtle_shoreline_sounds city, riverside, distant, bridge, traffic, seagulls, fly pasts, shoreline water, subtle, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 1:53

city_scapes_side_street_alley_dog_barking_bird_chirping_traffic_in_distance city, side street, dog barking, bird chirping, vehicle drive bys on left, no pedestrians, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 1:53

city_scapes_street_night_empty_single_car_pass_left_right_some_chatter_&_seagulls city, street, mostly empty, some chatter, pedestrians, car pass, left to right, distant seagull, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 1:06

city_scapes_street_vent_deep_close_up city, vent, deep, close, constant, sony D100, XY, stereo 0:55

city_scapes_suburban_street_car_drive_pasts_&_a_person_repeatedly_reverse_parking city, street, suburban, car drive pasts, left and right, person jogging past, single vehicle repeatedly being reverse parked on left, engine starting, sony D100, ORTF, stereo 2:44

city_scapes_theatre_band_setting_up_audience_taking_seats_heavy_chatter city, theatre, people conversing, coughs, plastic cups, walla, close perspective, stage band warm up, trumpet, bass guitar, clarinet, sony D50, XY, stereo 2:00

city_scapes_traffic_parking_lot_perspective_some_people_speaking_in_distance city, parking lot, background traffic, people conversing, distant, night, sony D100, XY, stereo 1:10

city_scapes_traffic_stop_engines_running_&_pedestrians city, traffic stop, street, engines running, vehicles starting and stopping, pedestrians, light, sony D100, XY, stereo 2:23

city_scapes_underground_car_park city, car, park, underground, empty, alarms, subtle, traffic, distant, sony D50, XY, stereo 0:52


